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The Digital Marketing Agency of O&S





 





Hello, We're
Octopus & Son!
 





For the past decade, we’ve been crafting human-centred marketing campaigns, stories, and content that bring brand narratives to life.
Let’s do the same for you …
 









... Let's Talk Marketing
 






















... Let's Talk Marketing
 



















Facebook
 



Instagram
 



Linkedin
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A Decade of Experience





 





Who are we?
 





A quick introduction is in order
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With a solid decade of experience, we at Octopus & Son pride ourselves on mastering our craft to the finest detail. Our expertise lies in organizing and transforming our clients’ visions into tangible, impactful realities. 
Dedicated to blending branding elements seamlessly, aiming for a marketing strategy that truly resonates with your audience and unifies everything effectively.
We don’t just market brands; we breathe life into them!
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[image: Scott Foster, the creative lead at Octopus & Son, ready for strategic brand innovation.] 
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Skills / Experiences





 





Digital Marketing
 





Digital marketing is a puzzle that we love to build together with our clients. Here are some of those pieces and why they’re important.
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Navigating This Landscape Together





 





Digital Strategy
 





Creating a digital strategy tailored to your specific goals and expectations requires a blend of time, expertise, and organization.
Fine-tuning our approach, we effortlessly align with our clients’ unique needs and the ever-changing world of social media.
 





Let's Build A Strategy
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Reveal Your Market Potential





 





Market Research
 





Harness the undeniable value of market research to shape your marketing strategy. Dive deep into competitor analysis, target audience identification, and consumer psychology.
Ready to transform insights into action?
 





Uncover Your Brands Insights
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Reveal Your Market Potential





 





Market Research
 





Harness the undeniable value of market research to shape your marketing strategy. Dive deep into competitor analysis, target audience identification, and consumer psychology.
Ready to transform insights into action?
 





Uncover Your Brands Insights
 





Let's Start Researching
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Shaping Social Presence





 





Social Media Management
 





Social media serves as a bridge, connecting us with our diverse audience.
By fostering genuine engagement and community building, we unite individuals ready to embrace and share your brand’s narrative. Ready to connect?
 





Let's Start Your Story
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Create Engaging Content





 





Content Creation
 





Your brand’s story is ongoing, let’s take advantage of the authentic content it provides and tell everyone through photography, videography, and everything inbetween.
 




















Photography
 





You have more to say than you imagine, this is why a picture still speaks a thousand words.
Professional photography tailored to your brand’s unique story, because every narrative deserves to be shared.
 





-
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Copywriting
 





You are our greatest asset, and sharing that expertise is what drives people to your website.
By crafting posts that capture your audience’s interest for myriad reasons, our expertise turns ideas into engaging written content.
 





Learn More
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Videography
 





Video may no longer be an arduous task, but the creativity behind it requires method.
From 30-second promos to 10-minute YouTube videos, our team crafts a range of dynamic visual content.
 





-
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Graphic Design
 





Design is not just about looking pretty, it’s about speaking in a language that draws attention through colour, shape and nuance.
That’s also why we operate as a comprehensive in-house design agency.
 





Learn More
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Testimonials
 





Explore client testimonials that highlight our significant impact on boosting visibility, engagement, and driving sales across various industries.
We also have some great Google Reviews if you’re curious.
 





Google Reviews
 

























The value that we received from Dario was much greater than what we paid him. He was able to grow all areas of our social influence at an impressive rate and help increased revenue and always has great ideas on how to engage our customers and executes them flawlessly. If you’re looking for someone to help you grow your business through social media, you will not be disappointed with Octopus and Son. 
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Johnny TranFounder | TikTiks 









Dario tremendously helped us with marketing ideas for our small business. He is an expert in his field, but also hilarious which makes working very fun! The biggest take away was his ability to understand our customer and their needs. We definitely benefited from his ideas on how we can better connect with our clients without breaking our bank. Thank you! 
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MariyaFounder | AM Cleaning YYC 









My experience with O&S has been top notch. They manage social media for my startup as well as a charitable group that I oversee. Our online presence would not exist without them. Needless to say, I couldn't be happier. 
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Alex PuticiFounder | Work Nicer Coworking 









I thought I was good at social media until I met Dario - he is truly an octopus that can do so many things at once and drive online engagement! I am impressed by his talent and outgoing personality. He is my go-to for any of my contracts that need social media and I enjoy working in partnership with him. We are stronger as a team. 
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Hannah HemphillFounder | CMNGD 









Octopus & Son have an incredible work ethic to go along with their very reliable and sometimes spooky internal compass for social media best practices and trends. Simply having a conversation with them will stir your creativity and bring value to any project you are working on. They are a pleasure to work with and I always look forward to collaborative opportunities that involve them. 
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Sam BechtelFounder | Southbase Creative 









Best in the business getting qualified social engagement. Recommend to anyone looking to get strategic social media marketing services. 
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Scott A. MartinVice President & Managing Director | Direct Focus Marketing Communications 
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Sam BechtelFounder | Southbase Creative 
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Scott A. MartinVice President & Managing Director | Direct Focus Marketing Communications 
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Contact Us





 





Do You Have a Project And Want To Discuss?
 





Let’s create your compelling content, innovative designs, and turn your audience into passionate brand advocates.
Reach out to see how we can elevate your brand together!
 





Follow My Social Media :
 








Facebook
 



Instagram
 



Linkedin
 

















 
























 




 






SEND MESSAGE
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My Blog





 





Latest Blog & Articles
 





We’re not big on tips & tricks, instead, we love to talk about our perspective on trends like AI, Knowing Your Audience, and Building Better Strategies, so enjoy!
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Discover Your Audience: A Practical Guide to Marketing Archetypes


Introduction In the ever-evolving landscape of marketing, understanding the deep-seated motivations and desires of your audience is not just an advantage—it's a necessity. Enter the world of Jungian archetypes, a...



Read More
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Why The Value Of Digital Marketing Costs are More Important Now


This post is part of a serious called: Digital Marketing Guidance, for those looking to gain Social Media Marketing Tips such as Digital Marketing Costs. -- Introduction In today's digital...



Read More
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start the Conversation





 





Let's Work Together
 











Get Started
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We infuse your digital marketing with purpose, deepen audience connections, and streamline processes for consistent branding and impactful results.
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Contact Details
 





#200, 1006 11th Ave SW
Calgary, Alberta
1.888.963.4991
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Youtube
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